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computer fundamentals is specifically designed to be used at the beginner level it covers
all the basic hardware and software concepts in computers and its peripherals in a very
lucid manner the sixth edition of the highly acclaimed fundamentals of computers lucidly
presents how a computer system functions both hardware and software aspects of
computers are covered the book begins with how numeric and character data are
represented in a computer how various input and output units function how different
types of memory units are organized and how data is processed by the processor the
interconnection and communication between the i o units the memory and the processor is
explained clearly and concisely software concepts such as programming languages
operating systems and communication protocols are discussed with growing use of
wireless to access computer networks cellular wireless communication systems wifi
wireless high fidelity and wimax have become important thus it has now become part of
fundamental knowledge of computers and has been included besides this use of computers in
multimedia processing has become commonplace and hence is discussed with the increase in
speed of networks and consequently the internet new computing environments such as peer
to peer grid and cloud computing have emerged and will change the future of computing
hence a new chapter on this topic has been included in this edition this book is an ideal text
for undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer applications bca and mca
undergraduate students of engineering and computer science who study fundamentals of
computers as a core course and students of management who should all know the basics
of computer hardware and software it is ideally suited for working professionals who
want to update their knowledge of fundamentals of computers key features fully
updated retaining the style and all contents of the fifth edition in depth discussion of
both wired and wireless computer networks extensive discussion of analog and digital
communications advanced topics such as multiprogramming virtual memory dma risc dsp
rfid smart cards wigig gsm cdma novel i o devices and multimedia compression mp3 mpeg are
described from first principles a new chapter on emerging computing environments namely
peer to peer grid and cloud computing has been added for the first time in an entry level
book each chapter begins with learning goals and ends with a summary to aid self study
includes an updated glossary of over 340 technical terms used in the book today
computer has become an integral part of our life some experts think that eventually the
person who does not know how to use a computer will be handicapped in performing his or
her job to become computer literate you should not only know the use of computers but
also how and where they can be used if you are taking a course to familiarize yourself
with the world of computers computer fundamentals serves as an interesting and
informative guide in your journey to computer literacy this meticulously organized book
dwells on fundamentals that one must learn in order to pursue any venture in the
computer field this book has 13 chapters each chapter covering basic as well as
advanced concepts designed for undergraduate students of commerce and management as
per the syllabus of different indian universities fundamentals of computers may also be
used as a textual resource in training programmes offered by computer institutes and as
a self study guide by professionals who want to improve their proficiency with
computers containing enough illustrations and well compiled questionnaires to
complement the easy language used throughout this book is an attempt to make the
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concepts of computers interesting for everyone 1 organization of computer2 computer
memory3 history of computer4 computer software5 microsoft windows 6 program
development7 word processing 8 ms excel 9 database10 ms access11 multimedia12 ms
powerpoint13 programming languages14 networking 15 the internet16 modern
communications discusses most ideas behind a computer in a simple and straightforward
manner the book is also useful to computer enthusiasts who wish to gain fundamental
knowledge of computers computer fundamental computer fundamentals and programming
has an organized and accessible format that allows students to learn important
concepts in an easy to understand question and answer format this portable learning
tool has been designed as one stop reference for students to understand and master the
subject computer fundamentals and programming in c is designed to serve as a textbook
for students of undergraduate computer engineering mca and bca for the introductory
course on computers and programming the book begins with an introduction to the number
systems binary arithmetic logic gates and basic concepts of operating systems the rest
of the book provides an exhaustive coverage of programming in c for the reader to
acquire skillsof writing programs in c some advanced features of c have also been
included the book also includes a comprehensive case study on simulation of os system
calls using c language interspersed with numerous solved examples based on daily life the
theory is also well supported by plentyof review questions and programming exercises at
the end of each chapter written in a clear and lucid style the book encourages self study
and motivates the student towards independent problem solving computer fundamentals
now you can find out what goes on inside your computer it really is a much miniaturised
version of the monsters of the fifties logically they do the same thing computer logic
that is behind the logic there are electronic circuits but it doesn t matter a vacuum tube
is different to a segment of an lsi chip but only physically using the black box approach
the hardware is irrelevant you candesign a computer with error correction codes and
cache memory using flip fops without knowing what they are for any purpose without
any knowledge of electronics but just in case you re interested we have that too this is
an ideal book that helps in understanding the fundamentals of personnel computing the
book has a descriptive approach of teaching the use of a pc the brief analysis of its
hardware software and the components that are required to build up a pc whether it s
the unknown hardware components the mysterious software or the endless world of
internet here you ll find detailed instructions to comprehend every topic in a rapid fashion
the book contains a know everything about a pc and helps you expand your personal
computing horizon part i personal computerspart ii windows and file managementpart iii
buying and using a pcpart iv the internetpart v what you can do on a pcpart vi at home
networking and telecommuting reader friendly advie for novices based on decades of
computing and data processing fundamentals of computer programming and it for ptu is a
student friendly practical and example driven book that gives readers a solid foundation
in the basics of programming and information technology the contents have been tailored
to exactly correspond with the requirements of the core course fundamentals of
computer programming and it offered to the students of punjab technical university during
their first year a rich collection of solved examples and chapters mapped to the latest
university syllabus revised in 2011 make this book highly indispensable for students
presents a fresh approach to computer concepts in a concise 12 chapter text this book is
designed for courses that place equal emphasis on computer concepts and hands on
learning its includes an appendix on the ethical considerations of navigating cyberspace it
provides an optional cd rom containing simulations and student activities peter norton s
introduction to computers 5th edition is a state of the art series that provides
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comprehensive coverage of computer concepts this series is new for the high school
market it is generally geared toward computer science departments and students learning
about computer systems for the first time some of the topics covered are an overview of
computers input methods and out put devices processing data storage devices operating
systems software networking internet resources and graphics this book is designed for
students and non students who are curious about the basics of computers and the
internet the book is loaded with pictures for easier understanding of the topic presented
the author has done the necessary steps to make the presentation of the book as
interesting and easy to read and explore introduction to computers gets you up to speed
on basic computing skills showing you everything you need to know to conquer entry
level computing courses written by a microsoft office master instructor this useful
guide walks you step by step through the most important concepts and skills you need
to be proficient on the computer using nontechnical easy to understand language in
today s world computers have become an integral part of our lives they are being used in
every sphere of human activity whether it is at home at office or at play fields like
education entertainment medicine banking and telecommunications have been greatly
influenced by the use of computers this pervading presence of computers has made it
necessary for everyone to have a fundamental knowledge of the subject keeping pace with
this trend most of the universities and institutes have integrated the study of computers
in their curriculum the book fundamentals of computers has been written to meet the
requirement of the modern curricula and it presents the fundamentals of computers in a
format that is easy to understand the book fundamentals of computers studies is
developed using business studies jss and sss nigerian education research and development
council nerdc syllabus and the national curriculum for senior secondary school
computer studies syllabus it highlights the scope of the course for computer studies
examinations at this level its structuring revolves around conceptual approach the
major thematic areas considered in the entire book include computer fundamentals and
evolution types of computers categories of computer systems storage devices and media
computer hardware computer software basic computer operations computer applications
managing computer files developing problem solving skills information and communication
technology computer ethics and human issues programming methods for programme
application software a word processor spreadsheets interactive computing and
networks program programming programming languages computer viruses presentation
programme powerpoint application software a word processor database software
access and computer glossy each thematic area forms a concept which is further divided
into sub concepts a fundamental of computers studies was specially designed as a text
book to all computer users including students in junior and senior secondary school of
learning the course objectives summary and evaluation guides is included to assist both
students and teacher to acquire skill in computer technology and also to prepare them
for neco wassec gce computer studies examination the activities and revision question
introduced at the end of each chapter will help in sharpening student s understanding of
what is being taught and also assist teachers in their assessment of student achievement
the book fundamentals of computers studies contains also reading materials for higher
learner institutions and computer training institution school requiring only a minimum of
mathematical knowledge this work includes technical examples repair and
troubleshooting computer is an advanced electronic device that takes raw data as input
from the user and processes it under the control of set of instructions called program
gives the result output and saves it for the future use this computer fundamentals
ebook covers a foundational understanding of computer hardware software operating
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systems peripherals etc along with how to get the most value and impact from computer
technology this ebook has been prepared for the beginners as well as advanced learners
who want to deal with computers this ebook is also very useful for the undergraduate
students of computer science engineering business administration management science
commerce and arts where an introductory course on computers is a part of curriculum
after completing this ebook you will find yourself at a moderate level of expertise in
knowledge of computer basics from where you can take yourself to next levels
knowledge of computers is not a prerequisite to follow the contents of this ebook this
ebook assumes no background in computers or computer programming fundamentals of
computers has been specifically designed for anybody and everybody who wants to be
familiar with basic concepts of computers it is an ideal text for self learning basic
computer concepts such as organization architecture input and output devices primary
and secondary memory as well as advanced topics such as operating systems computer
networks and databases the book also provides step by step tutorials to learn different
ms office applications such as word powerpoint and excel the book can be useful for a
broad spectrum of students varying from non computers background students enrolled in
elementary courses on information technology and computer sciences to students
enrolled in professional courses such as bca and mca this book has been designed for b e
mca bca or m sc students as well as any user of information technology it brings to you
a comprehensive up to date coverage of all the essential aspects of computers and
information technology and their applications starting with an overview of the subject
it goes on to cover cpu architecture processing of data i o devices storage devices
software concepts computer virus data communication networks operating systems file
organization database design management sql number system conversion digital
electronics and programming the author s aim is to link the knowledge you acquire from
this book to the practical applications of it that we see all around today hence come
the chapters on internet e mail intranet ms word excel and powerpoint the author has
adopted a reader friendly engaging style that is aimed at evoking your interest first in the
subject and then in its practical daily applications the language is lucid and the
descriptions are clear each chapter is followed by a large number of review questions
and their answers overall the book is informative as much as exciting computer
fundamentals and programming in c with its abounding extensive chapter end questions and
unique pedagogy is structured to address the challenges faced by novices as well as
amateur programmers assuming no prior knowledge of programming languages the book
presents the reader with a rich collection of solved examples and exercises computer
fundamentals organizations and architecture this book is written for readers in fields like
computer engineering technological and others this book covers topics like fundamentals
of computers block diagrams of computers and their functions concepts of hardware
software and firmware computer memory and its types fundamentals of digital
electronics complements of fundamentals of digital electronics processor and control
units and many more there are two main stances on computers that are covered
throughout the book two perspectives on computers exist the computer s wider
structure and purpose and the programmer s the first perspective discusses topics
typically covered in an introductory computer science course such as assembly language
and computer organization whereas the second discusses topics typically covered in an
advanced computer science course by doing so we want to provide professors students
and working engineers scientists with enough knowledge to choose the best chapter s to
cover in class or study before an exam this book offers a concise learning material to
boost computer literacy it is the best tool to enlighten its readers surmount the
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difficulties involved in coping up with the fast pace of the endless computer evolution
this includes the exposure of some of the vital fundamental concepts in modern computing
this book has been prepared for you to uncover several confusing concepts that pose a
big challenge to computer learners and users i am coming from both educational and
professional standpoint to better alienate the hinges that serve as obstacles to high
tech solutions to everyone
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Computer Fundamentals

2010-09

computer fundamentals is specifically designed to be used at the beginner level it covers
all the basic hardware and software concepts in computers and its peripherals in a very
lucid manner

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTERS

2014-12-15

the sixth edition of the highly acclaimed fundamentals of computers lucidly presents how
a computer system functions both hardware and software aspects of computers are
covered the book begins with how numeric and character data are represented in a
computer how various input and output units function how different types of memory
units are organized and how data is processed by the processor the interconnection and
communication between the i o units the memory and the processor is explained clearly and
concisely software concepts such as programming languages operating systems and
communication protocols are discussed with growing use of wireless to access computer
networks cellular wireless communication systems wifi wireless high fidelity and wimax
have become important thus it has now become part of fundamental knowledge of
computers and has been included besides this use of computers in multimedia processing has
become commonplace and hence is discussed with the increase in speed of networks and
consequently the internet new computing environments such as peer to peer grid and cloud
computing have emerged and will change the future of computing hence a new chapter on
this topic has been included in this edition this book is an ideal text for undergraduate and
postgraduate students of computer applications bca and mca undergraduate students
of engineering and computer science who study fundamentals of computers as a core
course and students of management who should all know the basics of computer
hardware and software it is ideally suited for working professionals who want to
update their knowledge of fundamentals of computers key features fully updated
retaining the style and all contents of the fifth edition in depth discussion of both wired
and wireless computer networks extensive discussion of analog and digital
communications advanced topics such as multiprogramming virtual memory dma risc dsp
rfid smart cards wigig gsm cdma novel i o devices and multimedia compression mp3 mpeg are
described from first principles a new chapter on emerging computing environments namely
peer to peer grid and cloud computing has been added for the first time in an entry level
book each chapter begins with learning goals and ends with a summary to aid self study
includes an updated glossary of over 340 technical terms used in the book

Computer Fundamentals

2008

today computer has become an integral part of our life some experts think that
eventually the person who does not know how to use a computer will be handicapped in
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performing his or her job to become computer literate you should not only know the use
of computers but also how and where they can be used if you are taking a course to
familiarize yourself with the world of computers computer fundamentals serves as an
interesting and informative guide in your journey to computer literacy

Computer Fundamentals

2011

this meticulously organized book dwells on fundamentals that one must learn in order
to pursue any venture in the computer field this book has 13 chapters each chapter
covering basic as well as advanced concepts designed for undergraduate students of
commerce and management as per the syllabus of different indian universities fundamentals
of computers may also be used as a textual resource in training programmes offered by
computer institutes and as a self study guide by professionals who want to improve
their proficiency with computers

Computer Fundamentals and Problem Solving

2010

containing enough illustrations and well compiled questionnaires to complement the easy
language used throughout this book is an attempt to make the concepts of computers
interesting for everyone

Fundamentals of Computers

1900

1 organization of computer2 computer memory3 history of computer4 computer
software5 microsoft windows 6 program development7 word processing 8 ms excel 9
database10 ms access11 multimedia12 ms powerpoint13 programming languages14
networking 15 the internet16 modern communications

A Complete Guide to Computer Fundamentals

2011

discusses most ideas behind a computer in a simple and straightforward manner the book is
also useful to computer enthusiasts who wish to gain fundamental knowledge of
computers

Fundamentals Of Computers

1985
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computer fundamental

Introduction to Computer Science

2012-03-01

computer fundamentals and programming has an organized and accessible format that
allows students to learn important concepts in an easy to understand question and
answer format this portable learning tool has been designed as one stop reference for
students to understand and master the subject

Digital Computer Fundamentals

2006

computer fundamentals and programming in c is designed to serve as a textbook for
students of undergraduate computer engineering mca and bca for the introductory course
on computers and programming the book begins with an introduction to the number
systems binary arithmetic logic gates and basic concepts of operating systems the rest
of the book provides an exhaustive coverage of programming in c for the reader to
acquire skillsof writing programs in c some advanced features of c have also been
included the book also includes a comprehensive case study on simulation of os system
calls using c language interspersed with numerous solved examples based on daily life the
theory is also well supported by plentyof review questions and programming exercises at
the end of each chapter written in a clear and lucid style the book encourages self study
and motivates the student towards independent problem solving

Computer Fundamentals

2011-02-21

computer fundamentals now you can find out what goes on inside your computer it
really is a much miniaturised version of the monsters of the fifties logically they do the
same thing computer logic that is behind the logic there are electronic circuits but it
doesn t matter a vacuum tube is different to a segment of an lsi chip but only physically
using the black box approach the hardware is irrelevant you candesign a computer with
error correction codes and cache memory using flip fops without knowing what they are
for any purpose without any knowledge of electronics but just in case you re interested
we have that too

Express Learning - Fundamentals of Computer Prog an IT

2004-11

this is an ideal book that helps in understanding the fundamentals of personnel computing
the book has a descriptive approach of teaching the use of a pc the brief analysis of its
hardware software and the components that are required to build up a pc whether it s
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the unknown hardware components the mysterious software or the endless world of
internet here you ll find detailed instructions to comprehend every topic in a rapid fashion
the book contains a know everything about a pc and helps you expand your personal
computing horizon part i personal computerspart ii windows and file managementpart iii
buying and using a pcpart iv the internetpart v what you can do on a pcpart vi at home
networking and telecommuting

Computer Fundamentals and Programming in C

2000

reader friendly advie for novices based on decades of computing and data processing

computer fundamentals

2004-07-16

fundamentals of computer programming and it for ptu is a student friendly practical and
example driven book that gives readers a solid foundation in the basics of programming
and information technology the contents have been tailored to exactly correspond with
the requirements of the core course fundamentals of computer programming and it offered
to the students of punjab technical university during their first year a rich collection of
solved examples and chapters mapped to the latest university syllabus revised in 2011
make this book highly indispensable for students

Computer Fundamentals

2001-03-01

presents a fresh approach to computer concepts in a concise 12 chapter text this book is
designed for courses that place equal emphasis on computer concepts and hands on
learning its includes an appendix on the ethical considerations of navigating cyberspace it
provides an optional cd rom containing simulations and student activities

Computer Fundamentals

1997

peter norton s introduction to computers 5th edition is a state of the art series that
provides comprehensive coverage of computer concepts this series is new for the high
school market it is generally geared toward computer science departments and students
learning about computer systems for the first time some of the topics covered are an
overview of computers input methods and out put devices processing data storage
devices operating systems software networking internet resources and graphics
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Computer Fundamentals

2002-10-07

this book is designed for students and non students who are curious about the basics of
computers and the internet the book is loaded with pictures for easier understanding of
the topic presented the author has done the necessary steps to make the presentation of
the book as interesting and easy to read and explore

Computer Fundamentals

2014-12-15

introduction to computers gets you up to speed on basic computing skills showing you
everything you need to know to conquer entry level computing courses written by a
microsoft office master instructor this useful guide walks you step by step through the
most important concepts and skills you need to be proficient on the computer using
nontechnical easy to understand language

Fundamentals of Computer Programming and IT: For PTU

2021-02-22

in today s world computers have become an integral part of our lives they are being used
in every sphere of human activity whether it is at home at office or at play fields like
education entertainment medicine banking and telecommunications have been greatly
influenced by the use of computers this pervading presence of computers has made it
necessary for everyone to have a fundamental knowledge of the subject keeping pace with
this trend most of the universities and institutes have integrated the study of computers
in their curriculum the book fundamentals of computers has been written to meet the
requirement of the modern curricula and it presents the fundamentals of computers in a
format that is easy to understand the book fundamentals of computers studies is
developed using business studies jss and sss nigerian education research and development
council nerdc syllabus and the national curriculum for senior secondary school
computer studies syllabus it highlights the scope of the course for computer studies
examinations at this level its structuring revolves around conceptual approach the
major thematic areas considered in the entire book include computer fundamentals and
evolution types of computers categories of computer systems storage devices and media
computer hardware computer software basic computer operations computer applications
managing computer files developing problem solving skills information and communication
technology computer ethics and human issues programming methods for programme
application software a word processor spreadsheets interactive computing and
networks program programming programming languages computer viruses presentation
programme powerpoint application software a word processor database software
access and computer glossy each thematic area forms a concept which is further divided
into sub concepts a fundamental of computers studies was specially designed as a text
book to all computer users including students in junior and senior secondary school of
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learning the course objectives summary and evaluation guides is included to assist both
students and teacher to acquire skill in computer technology and also to prepare them
for neco wassec gce computer studies examination the activities and revision question
introduced at the end of each chapter will help in sharpening student s understanding of
what is being taught and also assist teachers in their assessment of student achievement
the book fundamentals of computers studies contains also reading materials for higher
learner institutions and computer training institution school

Peter Norton's Computing Fundamentals

1994

requiring only a minimum of mathematical knowledge this work includes technical
examples repair and troubleshooting

Peter Norton's Introduction to Computers Fifth Edition,
Computing Fundamentals, Student Edition

1998

computer is an advanced electronic device that takes raw data as input from the user
and processes it under the control of set of instructions called program gives the result
output and saves it for the future use this computer fundamentals ebook covers a
foundational understanding of computer hardware software operating systems
peripherals etc along with how to get the most value and impact from computer
technology this ebook has been prepared for the beginners as well as advanced learners
who want to deal with computers this ebook is also very useful for the undergraduate
students of computer science engineering business administration management science
commerce and arts where an introductory course on computers is a part of curriculum
after completing this ebook you will find yourself at a moderate level of expertise in
knowledge of computer basics from where you can take yourself to next levels
knowledge of computers is not a prerequisite to follow the contents of this ebook this
ebook assumes no background in computers or computer programming

Computer Fundamentals for Novices

2023

fundamentals of computers has been specifically designed for anybody and everybody who
wants to be familiar with basic concepts of computers it is an ideal text for self
learning basic computer concepts such as organization architecture input and output
devices primary and secondary memory as well as advanced topics such as operating
systems computer networks and databases the book also provides step by step
tutorials to learn different ms office applications such as word powerpoint and excel
the book can be useful for a broad spectrum of students varying from non computers
background students enrolled in elementary courses on information technology and
computer sciences to students enrolled in professional courses such as bca and mca
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Computing Fundamentals

1986-01

this book has been designed for b e mca bca or m sc students as well as any user of
information technology it brings to you a comprehensive up to date coverage of all the
essential aspects of computers and information technology and their applications
starting with an overview of the subject it goes on to cover cpu architecture processing
of data i o devices storage devices software concepts computer virus data
communication networks operating systems file organization database design management
sql number system conversion digital electronics and programming the author s aim is to
link the knowledge you acquire from this book to the practical applications of it that
we see all around today hence come the chapters on internet e mail intranet ms word
excel and powerpoint the author has adopted a reader friendly engaging style that is
aimed at evoking your interest first in the subject and then in its practical daily
applications the language is lucid and the descriptions are clear each chapter is
followed by a large number of review questions and their answers overall the book is
informative as much as exciting

Fundamentals of Computer Studies

2020-12-17

computer fundamentals and programming in c with its abounding extensive chapter end
questions and unique pedagogy is structured to address the challenges faced by novices
as well as amateur programmers assuming no prior knowledge of programming languages
the book presents the reader with a rich collection of solved examples and exercises

Computer Fundamentals

2019

computer fundamentals organizations and architecture this book is written for readers in
fields like computer engineering technological and others this book covers topics like
fundamentals of computers block diagrams of computers and their functions concepts of
hardware software and firmware computer memory and its types fundamentals of digital
electronics complements of fundamentals of digital electronics processor and control
units and many more there are two main stances on computers that are covered
throughout the book two perspectives on computers exist the computer s wider
structure and purpose and the programmer s the first perspective discusses topics
typically covered in an introductory computer science course such as assembly language
and computer organization whereas the second discusses topics typically covered in an
advanced computer science course by doing so we want to provide professors students
and working engineers scientists with enough knowledge to choose the best chapter s to
cover in class or study before an exam
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Personal Computer Fundamentals for Technology
Students

2003-01-01

this book offers a concise learning material to boost computer literacy it is the best
tool to enlighten its readers surmount the difficulties involved in coping up with the fast
pace of the endless computer evolution this includes the exposure of some of the vital
fundamental concepts in modern computing this book has been prepared for you to uncover
several confusing concepts that pose a big challenge to computer learners and users i am
coming from both educational and professional standpoint to better alienate the hinges
that serve as obstacles to high tech solutions to everyone

Computer Fundamentals

2016

Workbook and Study Guide to Accompany Computer
Fundamentals with Application Software

1964

Computer Fundamentals

1989

Fundamentals of Computers

2016

Fundamentals of Computer and Information Technology

2022-09-13

Computer Fundamentals and Programming in C (RMK).

1989
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Computer Basics: Analog computer fundamentals

2010-09-01

Fundamentals of Computers

2007-02-09

Computer Fundamentals and Programming in C

2004-01-01

Computer Fundamentals, Organisation And Architecture

Fundamentals of Computers

Computer Fundamentals And Internet Basics

Introduction to Computer Fundamentals

Computer Fundamentals
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